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Graphs with Projective Linear Stabilizers
KENNY CHING
We investigate the structure of the free amalgamated product P1 P1\P2 P2 in which P1 and P2
are isomorphic projective linear groups and P1 \ P2 is a one-point stabilizer in the natural action of
Pi on the points of a projective space of dimension n  2. We apply the results to graphs admitting a
vertex-transitive automorphism group such that the subgroup stabilizing a vertex is a projective linear
group. In particular, graphs of girth 4 with projective linear stabilizers are characterized.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let H be a group generated by two isomorphic subgroups, P1 and P2, such that P SL.n; q/
 Pi  P0L.n; q/ for some n  3 and q a power of some prime p, and B D P1 \ P2 is
a one-point stabilizer in the natural action of Pi on the points of PG.n − 1; q/. The group
H is called a completion of the amalgam A D .P1; P2; B/, and is a homomorphic image of
the universal completion Q D P1 B P2, the free product of P1 and P2 with subgroup B
amalgamated. We obtain results about the amalgamated product Q and then apply our results
to 2-transitive graphs with projective linear stabilizers.
THEOREM 1.1. Let Q D P1 B P2, with P1 D P2, P SL.n; q/  Pi  P0L.n; q/ for
some n  3 and q a power of some prime p, and B D P1 \ P2 is a one-point stabilizer in the
natural action of Pi on the points of PG.n − 1; q/. Then one of the following holds:
(a) There exists an isomorphism f V P1 ! P2 trivial on B, and if a 2 P1, with a 62 P2, but
a2 2 B, and b D a f , then Q is a semi-direct product hab−1iB V P1, where the normal
subgroup hab−1iB is a free product on  − 1 generators,  D jP1 V Bj.
(b) n D 3, q D 4 and Pi 6 PGL.3; 4/.
(c) n D 4 and q D 2.
Now let 0 be a (not necessarily finite) connected, undirected graph and G a subgroup of
Aut.0/ acting transitively on V .0/, the vertex set of 0. For each vertex x , we denote by
0.x/ the set of vertices adjacent to x and by G0.x/x the permutation group induced by the
stabilizer Gx of x in G on 0.x/. The graph 0 is called .G; s/-transitive, or s-transitive, if
G acts transitively on the set of s-paths but not on the set of .s C 1/-paths in 0; an s-path
being a sequence .x0; x1; : : : ; xs/ of s C 1 vertices xi such that xi−1 2 0.xi / if 1  i  s and
xi−2 6D xi if 2  i  s, and is an s-circuit if x0 D xs and s > 0. If 0 is .G; 2/-transitive, then
it is easy to show that for each vertex x , G0.x/x is a 2-transitive permutation group. Suppose
P SL.n; q/  G0.x/x  P0L.n; q/ for n  3 and q a power of some prime p, in its natural
representation on the points of PG.n − 1; q/. If Gx acts faithfully on 0.x/, and y 2 0.x/,
then hGx ;G yi is a homomorphic image of Q D P1 B P2, with P1 D Gx , P2 D G y and
B D Gx \ G y . The group hGx ;G yi is an edge-transitive subgroup of G of index 2 if 0 is
bipartite, and generates G otherwise.
THEOREM 1.2. Let0 be a connected, undirected graph and G a vertex-transitive subgroup
of Aut.0/ such that for all vertices x of 0, P SL.n; q/  G0.x/x  P0L.n; q/ for some n  3
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and q a power of some prime p, in its natural representation on the points of PG.n − 1; q/.
Suppose Gx acts faithfully on 0.x/. Let .w; x; y/ be a 2-path in 0 and G.w; x; y/ D Gw \
Gx \ G y. Let Q D hab−1iB V P1 be given as in Theorem 1.1(a), with P1 D Gx , P2 D G y
and B D Gx \ G y. Then 0 is .G; 2/-transitive and either G.w; x; y/ is fixed-point free on
0.y/− fxg and n D 4, q D 2, or G.w; x; y/ fixes some vertex z 2 0.y/− fxg, with z unique
if q 6D 2, and one of the following holds:
(a) There exists an isomorphism f from Gx onto G y trivial on Gx \ G y and if a1 is
an element in Gx switching w and y, and b1 D a f1 , then Ta1b−11 ;G.w; x; y/U D 1
and G.w; x; y/ fixes pointwise the path C D .: : : ; xh−1 ; w; x; y; xh; yh; xh2 ; yh2 ; : : :/,
where h D a1b−11 . If C is finite, then C is a circuit of length 2m for some m  2, andhGx ;G yi is a homomorphic image of Yn;q;m D hQ j .ab−1/m D 1i or Wm D hQ j P1 D
P SL.3; 2/; .ab−1/m D ci, where c is the unique nontrivial element in P1 \ P2 \ Pa2
centralized by a.
(b) n D 3, q D 4 and Gx 6 PGL.3; 4/.
As an application of our results, we consider the nontrivial case of minimal girth — girth 4.
In [2], Cameron and Praeger obtained the following result on 2-transitive graphs of girth 4:
THEOREM 1.3. Let 0 be a finite, connected, undirected .G; 2/-transitive graph of girth 4,
such that for all vertices x of 0, P SL.n; q/  G0.x/x  P0L.n; q/ for some n  3 and some
prime power q, in its natural representation on the points of PG.n − 1; q/. Then one of the
following holds:
(a) 0 is the incidence graph of points and hyperplanes in PG.n; q/ and either P SL.n C
1; q/  G  Aut.P SL.n C 1; q// or G D S7 and .n; q/ D .3; 2/.
(b) PC.2n; q/  G  P0OC.2n; q/ for n  4 and the vertices of 0 can be identified
with the maximal totally singular subspaces with respect to a quadratic form of Witt
index n on a 2n-dimensional vector space over G F.q/, two vertices being adjacent
whenever the intersection of the corresponding subspaces has codimension 1 in each.
(c) 0 is a complete bipartite graph Km;m with a matching deleted, where m D 1CjPG.n−
1; q/j, and either q D 2 and G D AGL.n; 2/ Z2 or .n; q/ D .3; 4/ and M22 < G 
Aut.M22/ Z2.
(d) Gx acts faithfully on 0.x/, and if x and z are at distance 2, then k D j0.x/ \ 0.z/j D
2; 3; 4 or 6. Moreover, if k > 2, then either k D q D 3 or 4 and 0.x/\0.z/ is a line of
0.z/ with one point removed, or k D q C 1 D 3; 4, or 6, n  4, and 0.x/ \ 0.z/ is a
line of 0.z/.
Applying our results to graphs satisfying part (d) of Theorem 1.3, we have:
THEOREM 1.4. Let 0 and G be as in Theorem 1.3(d). Let Yn;q;m and Wm be the groups
given in Theorem 1.2(a). Let .x; y/ be an edge in 0,  D j0.x/j and H D hGx ;G yi. Then
one of the following holds:
(a) H is isomorphic to a quotient of Yn;q;2 D Z−12 V Gx , H  G  H:2 and0 is a quotient
of the -cube.
(b) H D W2 D U3.3/, G D G2.2/ and j0j D 72.
(c) G D U4.3/:22 or U4.3/:.22/122, j0j D 324 and 0 is uniquely determined.
As usual, for any group G, Op.G/ denotes the largest normal p-subgroup of G, Zkm denotes
the direct product of k copies of the cyclic group Zm of order m, and K D N V M denotes
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the semi-direct product of the groups M and N , with N G K . If x1; : : : ; xm are vertices of a
graph 0, we set G.x1; : : : ; xm/ D Gx1 \    \ Gxm . We will often use the notation Gxy in
place of G.x; y/. If S is a set of vertices of 0, we denote by GS and GTSU the subgroups of
G fixing S setwise and pointwise, respectively. For each pair of vertices x; y, d.x; y/ denotes
the distance between x and y, i.e., the length of a shortest path from x to y. For each positive
integer i , 0i .x/ is the set of vertices in 0 at distance i from x ; we will use 0.x/ in place of
01.x/. Throughout, we let  D jP1 V Bj D j0.x/j.
The following preliminary lemmas describe some properties of the projective groups; we
leave the proofs to the reader.
LEMMA 1.1. Let H be a subgroup of P0L.n; q/ (with n  3) containing P SL.n; q/
considered as acting in the usual fashion on PG.n − 1; q/, q a power of a prime p. Let X
be the set of points of PG.n − 1; q/, x 2 X arbitrary and Y the set of lines passing through
x. If 1 6D M G K G GHx , where Hx denotes the stabilizer of x in H, and K Y 6D 1 then
either K Y  P SL.n − 1; q/ or jK Y j D q C 1 and .n; q/ D .3; 2/ or .3; 3/, M  Op.Hx /,
jOp.Hx /j D qn−1, Op.Hx /Y D 1 and Op.Hx / acts transitively on g − fxg for every g 2 Y .
The order of the largest subgroup of Hx acting trivially on Y divides .q − 1/qn−1.
LEMMA 1.2. Let F D fx1; : : : ; xng be a frame of PG.n− 1; q/; i.e., a set of n points such
that PG.n− 1; q/ D hx1; : : : ; xni. Let H be a group of automorphisms of PG.n− 1; q/ such
that P SL.n; q/  H  PGL.n; q/. Let D be the subgroup of H fixing F pointwise. For
each x j 2 F − fx1g, let ‘ j be the line in PG.n − 1; q/ containing x1 and x j .
(a) If K is a subgroup of Op.Hx1/normalized by D, then K acts either trivially or transitively
on ‘ j − fx1g.
(b) If h is an element in D such that h fixes pointwise some ‘ j , then there exists g 2 Op.Hx1/
such that Tg; hU D 1 and g‘ j 6D 1.
(c) Let M D hx1; : : : ; xn−1i. If K is a nontrivial subgroup of Op.Hx1/ \ Hxn and K G
Hx1 \ Hxn \ HM , then jK j D qn−2.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
Let Q D P1 B P2 satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1. Let 0 be the graph whose
vertices are the right-cosets of P1 and P2 in Q, where two vertices P1g and P2k are incident
whenever P1g \ P2k 6D ;. Then 0 is connected and Q acts edge-transitively and faithfully,
by right multiplication, on 0. Furthermore, the stabilizer in Q of the vertex Pi g is Pgi ,j0.Pi /j D jPi V Bj, and the action of Pi on 0.Pi / is equivalent to the action of Pi on the set
of right-cosets of B in Pi [5]. For ease of notation, we use lower case letters to represent the
vertices of 0. For each vertex x in 0, we denote by OQx the largest subgroup of Qx such thatOQx  PGL.n; q/.
For each vertex x of 0, we denote by P.x/ the projective space of dimension n − 1 with
point set 0.x/ induced by Qx . For each edge .x; y/, let P.x; y/ be the projective space of
dimension n − 2 whose subspaces of dimension m are the subspaces of P.x/ of dimension
m C 1 containing y (0  m  n − 2). In particular, we denote by Tx V yU the set of lines of
P.x/ containing y. For each element g of Qxy , let gTx VyU be the permutation that g induces on
Tx V yU.
Following [12], we define for each edge .x; y/ a map mxy V QTx VyUxy −! QTyVxUxy as follows.
Given an arbitrary element c 2 QTx VyUxy , pick an element g 2 Qxy with gTx VyU D c and set
mxy.c/ D gTyVxU. We claim that mxy is well defined. Suppose not. Then Qxy contains elements
d such that dTx VyU D 1 but dTyVxU 6D 1. Let K D fd 2 Gxy
 dTx;yU D 1g. Then jK0.x/j divides
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.q−1/qn−1 and qC1 divides jK TyVxUj by Lemma 1.1. With this contradiction, we conclude that
mxy is well defined. Since mxy is clearly an isomorphism and QTx VyUxy  P SL.n − 1; q/, mxy
is induced by a map ’xy V P.x; y/ −! P.y; x/ which is either a correlation or a collineation.
LEMMA 2.1. Let x be a vertex in 0 and y 2 0.x/. Then OQx \ Qy < OQy.
PROOF. Let h 2 OQx \ Qy . Let mxy be the isomorphism from QTx VyUxy to QTyVxUxy defined
above. Then mxy.hTx VyU/ D hTyVxU 2 . OQy \ Qx /TyVxU. Hence, there exists g 2 OQy \ Qx such
that gTyVxU D hTyVxU, so hg−1 acts trivially on Ty V xU. Therefore hg−1 is a central collineation
of P.y/, so hg−1 2 OQy . Thus h 2 OQy . (Recall that PGL.n; q/ is generated by all central
collineations of PG.n−1; q/ and a collineation is central if it fixes a point v and each subspace
containing v.) 2
By Lemma 2.1, there is no ambiguity as to the meaning of OQ.x0; x1; : : : ; xm/ for any m-path
.x0; x1; : : : ; xm/.
For each edge .x; y/ in 0, we claim the map ’xy V P.x; y/ −! P.y; x/ is a collineation.
Suppose ’xy is a correlation. We may assume n  4 since the correlation and collineation
cases coincide for n D 3. Let F D fw1; w2; : : : ; wng be a frame of P.y/, so P.y/ D
hw1; w2; : : : ; wni. Let D be the subgroup of OQy fixing F pointwise. For 1  i  n − 1,
let Si D F − fwi g and Hi D hSi i. D fixes each Hi , which is a hyperplane of P.y; wn/,
so D fixes each line Li D ’ywn .Hi / 2 Twn V yU. Since jDj divides .q − 1/n−1, D fixes
some ui 2 Li − fyg for 1  i  n − 1. Let F 0 D fy; u1; u2; : : : ; un−1g. Then P.wn/ D
hy; u1; u2; : : : ; un−1i. By Lemma 2.1, D < OQwn , so D is the subgroup of OQwn fixing F 0
pointwise. Let K D Op.Qywn / \ Qw1 . Since K G Q.w1; y; wn/ and Q.w1; y; wn/ > D, by
Lemma 1.2(a), K acts trivially on at most one of the Li s because jK j D qn−2. Let ‘ be the line
in P.y/ containing w1 and wn . Since Q.w1; y; wn/ acts transitively on the set of hyperplanes
of P.y; wn/ containing ‘, Q.w1; y; wn/ acts transitively on the set of lines in Twn V yU that are
contained in the hyperplane M D ’ywn .‘/ in P.wn; y/. Thus, if K acts trivially on an Li in M ,
then K acts trivially on every Li in M . Note that for i 6D 1, ‘  Hi , so Li  M . Since n  4,
M contains at least 2 Li s. Therefore K acts nontrivially on every Li in M . Since Q.w1; y; wn/
acts transitively on the set of hyperplanes of P.y; wn/ not containing ‘, Q.w1; y; wn/ acts
transitively on the set of lines in Twn V yU not contained in M . Since L1 6 M , if K fixes L1
pointwise, K fixes pointwise 0.wn/ − M . Let u be a point in M . For any w 62 M , the line
A containing u and w has q points in 0.wn/ − M , otherwise A  M . Therefore K fixes u.
Hence K fixes 0.wn/ pointwise, so K D 1. But jK j D qn−2. Therefore K acts nontrivially
and hence, by Lemma 1.2(a), transitively on L1 − fyg. Thus, jK \ Qu1 j D qn−3 6D 1 since
n  4. Since K \ Qu1 G Q.y; wn; u1/ \ Q‘ D Q.y; wn; u1/ \ QM , jK \ Qu1 j D qn−2 by
Lemma 1.2(c). Hence, we conclude that ’xy is a collineation for each edge .x; y/ in 0, and
for every ‘ 2 Tx V yU, Qxy \ Q‘ D Qxy \ Q’xy.‘/, ’xy.‘/ 2 Ty V xU.
LEMMA 2.2. Let .x; y; z/ be a 2-path in 0. Let ‘ 2 Ty V zU, with x 2 ‘, and let L D
’yz.‘/ 2 Tz V yU. Then Q.x; y; z/ D Q.x; y; z/ \ QL acts transitively on 0.z/ − L and
Q.x; y; z/ contains an element inducing a .q − 1/-cycle on L.
PROOF. Q.x; y; z/ acts transitively on Tz V yU − fLg since Q.x; y; z/TyVzU D .Qyz \
Q‘/TyVzU D .Qyz \ QL/TzVyU. Thus, it suffices now to show Q.x; y; z/ \ Qv acts transi-
tively on v − fyg for some v 2 Tz V yU − fLg. Let F D fw1; w2; w3; : : : ; wng be a frame
of P.y/, with w1 D z and w2 D x . Let D be the subgroup of OQy fixing F pointwise. For
2  i  n, let ‘i 2 Ty V zU with wi 2 ‘i . Let Li D ’yz.‘i / for 2  i  n. Since D fixes
Li and jDj divides .q − 1/n−1, D fixes some ui 2 Li − fyg. Let F 0 D fy; u2; u3; : : : ; ung.
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Then F 0 is a frame of P.z/. By Lemma 2.1, D < OQz , so D is the subgroup of OQz fixing
F 0 pointwise. Let K D Op.Qyz/ \ Qx . Since jK j D qn−2, K can fix pointwise at most
one Li . Therefore K acts nontrivially on at least n − 2 Li s. For each Li on which K acts
nontrivially, D induces a .q−1/-cycle on Li −fy; ui g. Therefore Q.x; y; z/\QLi  hK ; Di
acts transitively on Li −fyg for Li 6D L2 D L . Hence Q.x; y; z/ acts transitively on 0.z/− L
and Q.x; y; z/ > D contains an element inducing a .q − 1/-cycle on L . 2
From the proof of Lemma 2.2, we have the following result:
LEMMA 2.3. Let F D fw1; w2; w3; : : : ; wng be a frame of P.y/ and let D be the subgroup
of OQy fixing F pointwise. For 2  i  n, let ‘i 2 Ty V w1U with wi 2 ‘i . Let Li D ’yw1.‘i /
for 2  i  n. Then D fixes each Li and some ui 2 Li − fyg, D induces a .q − 1/-cycle on
Li − fy; ui g for 2  i  n, and F 0 D fy; u2; u3; : : : ; ung is a frame of P.w1/.
Let .w; x; y/ be a 2-path. Let ‘ be the line in P.x/ containing w and y, and let L D ’xy.‘/.
By Lemma 2.2, Q.w; x; y/ is either fixed-point free on0.y/−fxg or it fixes some z 2 L−fxg,
with z unique if q 6D 2. We now separate the proof of Theorem 1.1 into two cases: the case
Q.w; x; y/ is fixed-point free on0.y/−fxg yields n D 4 and q D 2, while the case Q.w; x; y/
is not fixed-point free gives the remaining results of Theorem 1.1.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1: Q.w; x; y/ NOT FIXED-POINT FREE
Let .w; x; y/ be a 2-path in 0. Let ‘ be the line in P.x/ containing w and y, and L D
’xy.‘/ 2 Ty V xU. Throughout this section, we assume Q.w; x; y/ fixes some z 2 L − fxg.
Suppose Q.w; x; y/ fixes a unique point in L − fxg, so q 6D 2. We can define a bijection fxy
from 0.x/ to 0.y/ as follows. For each u 2 0.x/, v D fxy.u/ is the unique vertex in 0.y/
such that Q.u; x; y/ D Q.x; y; v/. (Note that fxy.y/ D x .)
Suppose q D 2. We define a map fxy from0.x/ to0.y/ as follows. For each t 2 0.x/−fyg,
let ‘t be the line in P.x/ containing t and y. Then Q.t; x; y/ fixes pointwise ’xy.‘t /. If
’xy.‘t / − fxg D fu1; u2g, then we have two choices for fxy.t/, namely, fxy.t/ D u1 or
fxy.t/ D u2. Suppose we choose fxy.t/ D u1. Let gxy be another map from 0.x/ to 0.y/
and define gxy.t/ D u2. For any v 2 0.x/ − ft; yg, there exists h 2 Qxy such that th D v.
We define fxy.v/ D uh1 D fxy.t/h and gxy.v/ D uh2 D gxy.t/h . Note that uhi 6D ui , otherwise
h is an element in Q.x; y; ui / acting nontrivially on ‘t . Furthermore, this definition does not
depend on the element h since for any element k 2 Qxy such that tk D v, we have uh1 D uk1 and
uh2 D uk2, otherwise hk−1 is an element in Q.t; x; y/ acting nontrivially on ’xy.‘t /. Lastly,
we define fxy.y/ D x and gxy.y/ D x .
LEMMA 3.1. Let fxy and gxy be defined as above. Then
(a) fxy is a collineation from P.x/ to P.y/, or q D 2, or .n; q/ D .3; 4/ and Qx 6
PGL.3; 4/. If fxy is not a collineation from P.x/ to P.y/ and ‘ is a line of P.x/ not
containing y, then fxy.‘/ [ fxg is a hyperoval of P.y/ — that is, a set of q C 2 points
no three of which are collinear.
(b) If fxy is not a collineation and q D 2, then gxy is a collineation. Hence, a collineation
map can always be defined in the case q D 2.
(c) If fxy is a collineation, then the map k 7! k fxy is an isomorphism from Qx onto Qy,
where d D k fxy is defined by fxy.u/d D fxy.uk/ for u 2 0.x/. Furthermore, k fxy D k
for k 2 Qxy, so the map k 7! k fxy is the identity on Qxy.
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PROOF. (a) Let ‘ be an arbitrary line in P.x/ containing y. Since Qxy\QT‘U acts transitively
on 0.x/ − ‘, Qxy \ QT‘U D Qxy \ QT fxy.‘/U acts transitively on 0.y/ − fxy.‘/. Since
Qxy \ QT‘U fixes a unique line in P.y/, namely ’xy.‘/, fxy.‘/ D ’xy.‘/ is a line in P.y/.
Now let ‘ be a line in P.x/ not containing y. Suppose fxy.‘/ is not a line of P.y/. Then
there exist u1; u2; u3 2 ‘ such that Nui D fxy.ui /, i D 1; 2; 3, are not collinear in P.y/.
Note that f Nu1; Nu2; Nu3; xg is a quadrangle in P.y/ — i.e., a set of four points no three of
which are collinear. Let V D hu1; u2; u3; yi be the smallest subspace of P.x/ containing
u1; u2; u3 and y. Then V has dimension 2. Since Qxy \ QTV U acts transitively on 0.x/− V ,
Qxy \ QTV U acts transitively on 0.y/ − fxy.V /. Since Qxy \ QTV U fixes a unique plane
in P.y/, namely ’xy.V /, fxy.V / D ’xy.V / is a subspace of P.y/ of dimension 2. Let
H D OQxy \ QT‘U D OQxy \ QT fxy.‘/U. Then H fixes pointwise the quadrangle f Nu1; Nu2; Nu3; xg in
fxy.V /. Therefore H fxy.V / D 1, and so H D OQxy \ QT fxy.V /U D OQxy \ QTV U. But H induces
on V a group of order at least .q−1/=.3; q−1/ since u1; u2 and u3 are collinear. We conclude
that q D 2 or .n; q/ D .3; 4/ and Qx 6 PGL.3; 4/. We show fxy.‘/ [ fxg is a hyperoval.
Since Qxy \ Q‘ induces on ‘ the group S3 for q D 2, and the group P SL.2; 4/ D A5 for
.n; q/ D .3; 4/, Qxy \ Q‘ acts 3-transitively on ‘. Hence Qxy \ Q‘ acts 3-transitively on
fxy.‘/. Since Nu1; Nu2 and Nu3 are three noncollinear points in fxy.‘/, it follows that fxy.‘/ is
an oval of P.x/ — that is, a set of q C 1 points no three of which are collinear. Therefore
fxy.‘/ [ fxg is a hyperoval of P.y/.
(b) It follows from the proof of part (a) that gxy maps lines of P.x/ containing y to lines of
P.y/ containing x . By part (a), if fxy is not a collineation and ‘ is a line of P.x/ not containing
y, then fxy.‘/ [ fxg is a hyperoval of P.y/. Note that if V is the smallest subspace of P.x/
containing ‘ [ fyg, then V has dimension 2 and fxy.V / D gxy.V / is a subspace of P.y/ of
dimension 2. Since q D 2, the complement of the hyperoval fxy.‘/[ fxg in the plane gxy.V /
is a line, and this line is precisely gxy.‘/.
(c) By definition, the map fxy commutes with k for k 2 Qxy , so k fxy D k for k 2 Qxy .
Let NQx denote the subgroup in Qx isomorphic to P SL.n; q/. Since fxy is a collineation,
NQ fxyx is a collineation group on P.y/ and since NQ fxyx D P SL.n; q/, NQ fxyx D NQy . Now let a
be an element in NQx not fixing y. Then b D a fxy is an element in NQy not fixing x . Since
Qx D hQxy; ai, Q fxyx D hQxy; bi D Qy . 2
For the remainder of this section, we let the vertex x represent the coset P1 in Q and let
y 2 0.x/ represent the coset P2, so Qx D P1, Qy D P2 and Qxy D B. By Lemma 3.1, fxy
is a collineation from P.x/ to P.y/ or n D 3, q D 4 and Qx 6 PGL.3; 4/. We assume, for
the remainder of this section, that for each edge .u; v/ in 0, fuv is a collineation from P.u/
to P.v/, and hence fuv induces an isomorphism from Qu to Qv which is trivial on Quv . In
particular, we let f denote the isomorphism from Qx to Qy induced by fxy .
LEMMA 3.2. Let .w; x; y/ be a 2-path in 0 and fxy a collineation from P.x/ to P.y/.
Let a; a1 be elements in Qx switching w and y. Let b D a f , b1 D a f1 , and h D ab−1. Then
Th; Q.w; x; y/U D 1 and Q.w; x; y/ fixes pointwise the path C D .: : : ; xh−1 ; w; x; wh; xh;
wh
2
; xh
2
; : : :/, where wh D y. Furthermore, h D a1b−11 , so h is defined independent of the
choice of a.
PROOF. For k 2 Q.w; x; y/, ka D .ka/ f D kb since f is the identity on Qxy by
Lemma 3.1(c). Therefore kab−1 D k, so Th; Q.w; x; y/U D 1. Since Q.w; x; y/h D
Q.w; x; y/, Q.w; x; y/ fixes C pointwise. Now a−1a1 2 Q.w; x; y/, so a1 D ag for some
g 2 Q.w; x; y/. Therefore b1 D a f1 D bg, so a1b−11 D agg−1b−1 D ab−1 D h. 2
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Let W be a group freely generated by involutions d1; : : : ; d . W admits the symmetric group
of degree , S , as a group of automorphisms defined by dgi D di g for g 2 S . For 2  i  ,
let zi D di d1, and T D hz2; z3; : : : ; zi. Since zd1i D z−1i , zi d1 D di and T \ hd1i D 1,
W D T V hd1i. We define an action of P1 on W as follows: Let X be the set of right-cosets
of B in P1 and identify the elements of X with the elements d1; d2; : : : ; d . Then there is
an action of P1 on fd1; d2; : : : ; dg induced by the action of P1 on X by right-multiplication.
We may choose a bijection from X onto fd1; d2; : : : ; dg so that B is identified with d1. The
elements of W V P1 may be represented as ordered pairs .g; w/, g 2 P1 and w 2 W , with
group operation .g1; w1/.g2; w2/ D .g1g2; wg21 w2/. Note that T V P1 is a subgroup since for
g 2 P1 and zk 2 T , zgk D .dkd1/g D di d j for some i; j , and di d j D zi z−1j 2 T . Furthermore,
the zi s are all conjugate under B.
Let 0.x/ D fy1; y2; : : : ; yg, with y1 D y. Let a 2 Qx be an element switching y and y2.
Let b D a f 2 Qy . Since Qxy acts transitively on 0.x/− fyg, there exists gi 2 Qxy such that
ygi2 D yi for 3  i  . Let h2 D ab−1 and for 3  i  , let ai D agi , bi D a fi D bgi , and
hi D ai b−1i . By Lemma 3.2, h2 is defined independent of the choice of a, and if ki 2 Qxy is an
element such that yki2 D yi , then gi k−1i 2 Q.y2; x; y/. Hence, by Lemma 3.2, Th2; gi k−1i U D 1
and so hgi2 D hki2 . Therefore hi is defined independent of the element gi 2 Qxy . Let
V D hh2; h3; : : : ; hi D hh2iQxy . Note that for i 6D 1, yhii D y and y
hi h−1j
i D y j . Hence, for
any pair yi ; y j 2 0.x/, there exists k 2 V such that yki D y j . We assume, for the moment, that
J is a normal subgroup of Q such that V  J and J \ Qx D 1. We claim Qx normalizes V .
Let g 2 Qx and ht 2 fh2; h3; : : : ; hg. Then yg D yi and ygt D y j for some yi ; y j . Therefore
hgt sends y j to yi , and there exists k 2 V such that hgt k fixes y j . Therefore hgt k 2 Qy j . Since
V  J G Q, hgt k 2 J . If hgt k 6D 1, then 1 6D J \ Qy j G Qy j  P SL.n; q/. Therefore,
J \Qx 6D 1, contradicting the assumption. Hence hgt D k−1 2 V , so Qx normalizes V . Since
V \ Qx  J \ Qx D 1, V V Qx is a subgroup of Q. Since b−1 D ah2 2 V V Qx , V V Qx
contains Qy D hQxy; bi. Therefore Q D hab−1iQxy V Qx D hab−1iB V P1, assuming the
existence of the subgroup J .
Let T V P1 be the group defined previously and define  V Q ! T V P1 by .g/ D .g; 1/ and
.g f / D .g; dg1 d1/, g 2 P1. For g 2 B, dg1 D d1, so .g f / D .g; dg1 d1/ D .g; 1/ D .g/.
Therefore  is well-defined and can be extended to a homomorphism from Q D P1 B P2 into
T V P1. Note that .a/.b−1/ D .a/..a−1/ f / D .a; 1/.a−1; da−11 d1/ D .1; da
−1
1 d1/, and
da−11 D di for some i 6D 1 since a 62 B. Therefore .a/.b−1/ D .1; zi / 2 T . Since the zi s
are all conjugate under B,  is a homomorphism onto T V P1. Let V D hh2; h3; : : : ; hi be
defined as above. Then  maps V onto T . Let J D fg 2 Q j .g/ 2 T g, the preimage of T
in Q. Then J G Q and J \ P1 D 1. Since V  J , our assumption above on the existence of
the subgroup J is now justified, so Q D hab−1iB V P1.
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1: Q.w; x; y/ FIXED-POINT FREE
Let .w; x; y/ be a 2-path, ‘ be the line in P.x/ containing w and y, and L D ’xy.‘/.
Throughout this section, we assume Q.w; x; y/ is fixed-point free on 0.y/− fxg. Hence, by
Lemma 2.2, Q.w; x; y/ acts 2-transitively on L−fxg and transitively on0.y/−fLg. We show
n 6D 3. Suppose n D 3. Let N D Op.Qxy/\Qw. Suppose N L 6D 1. Let k be an element in N
acting nontrivially on L . Since the elements of Op.Qxy/ are elations, k must fix pointwise a line
in Ty V xU − fLg, say L1. Let L1; L2; : : : ; Lq be the q lines in Ty V xU − fLg. Since Q.w; x; y/
acts transitively on Ty V xU − fLg, there exist elements gi 2 Q.w; x; y/ such that Lgi1 D Li for
2  i  q. Since N G Q.w; x; y/, kgi 2 N . Since jN − f1gj D q − 1, kg j D k for some g j .
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Therefore k fixes pointwise L1 and L j . Since only the identity can fix pointwise two lines,
we conclude that N L D 1. Now let A D Op.Qwx / \ Qy . Then Op.Q.w; x; y// D A  N .
If Op.Q.w; x; y// acts trivially on L , then q does not divide jQ.w; x; y/ V Op.Q.w; x; y//j.
But Q.w; x; y/ acts transitively on L−fxg, so Op.Q.w; x; y//L 6D 1. Since N L D 1, we must
have AL 6D 1. Therefore A acts transitively on L − fxg since A G Q.w; x; y/ and Q.w; x; y/
acts 2-transitively on L − fxg.
Let u 2 0.x/ − ‘, so F D fw; y; ug is a frame of P.x/. Let D be the subgroup of OQx
fixing F pointwise, and let M be the line in P.x/ containing w and u. Let h be an element
in D \ QTMU. Then TA; hU fixes pointwise M and ‘, so TA; hU D 1. Now, each point v 2 M
determines a unique line, ‘v , in Tx V yU, so h fixes ’xy.‘v/ 2 Ty V xU. Therefore h fixes the
q C 1 lines of Ty V xU, and since jhj divides q − 1, h fixes some point zv 2 ’xy.‘v/− fxg for
each ’xy.‘v/ in Ty V xU. But A acts transitively on ’xy.‘/ − fxg D L − fxg and TA; hU D 1.
Therefore h fixes pointwise L and q points zv not on L , so h D 1. Therefore D \ QTMU D 1,
so q D 2 or 4. Let g 2 A D O2.Qwx / \ Qy be an involution acting nontrivially on L .
Since g fixes ‘ pointwise, g must act nontrivially on M . Therefore g acts nontrivially on
Ty V xU. Note that g 2 A < OQx \ Qy , so g 2 OQy by Lemma 2.1. Thus, it suffices to show
that P SL.3; 2/ and P SL.3; 4/ do not possess an involution g with gTyVxU 6D 1 and gL 6D 1,
L 2 Ty V xU. Let the points of P.y/ be represented by equivalence classes of coordinate
triples Tz1; z2; z3U, zi 2 G F.q/, q D 2 or 4, and without loss of generality, let x D T1; 0; 0U
and L D hT1; 0; 0U; T0; 1; 0Ui. Since g is a 2-element fixing a maximal flag, fx; Lg, of P.y/,
we may represent the action of g on P.y/ by a lower triangular matrix with ones along the
diagonal. It follows, using g2 D 1, that either gTyVxU D 1 or gL D 1. We leave the details to
the reader.
Now let n  4. Let .w; x; y/ be a 2-path. Let ‘ be the line in P.x/ containing w and y, and
L D ’xy.‘/. Let P.x V w; y/ denote the projective space of dimension n− 3 where the points
of P.x V w; y/, denoted by Tx V w; yU, are the subspaces of P.x/ of dimension 2 containing w
and y. The following properties hold:
(1) P SL.n − 2; q/  Q.w; x; y/Tx Vw;yU  P0L.n − 2; q/.
(2) Op.Q.w; x; y// acts trivially on Tx V w; yU, jOp.Q.w; x; y//j D q2.n−2/, and q does
not divide jQ.w; x; y/j=.jOp.Q.w; x; y//j  jP SL.n − 2; q/j/.
(3) If H G Q.w; x; y/ and H Tx Vw;yU  P SL.n − 2; q/, then Op.H/ D Op.Q.w; x; y//.
Q.w; x; y/ contains a subgroup K D SL.n − 2; q/ with K Tx Vw;yU D P SL.n − 2; q/. Since
Q.w; x; y/ acts on L , K acts on L . Suppose K acts trivially on L−fxg. Then ker , the kernel
of the homomorphism  V Q.w; x; y/! Q.w; x; y/L , contains K . Since ker  G Q.w; x; y/
and ker Tx Vw;yU  P SL.n − 2; q/, Op.ker / D Op.Q.w; x; y//, and so q does not divide
jQ.w; x; y/ V ker j, a contradiction since Q.w; x; y/ acts transitively on L − fxg. Let M
be the largest (normal) subgroup of K acting trivially on L − fxg. Then M Tx Vw;yU G K Tx Vw;yU.
Since ker   M , M Tx Vw;yU 6D K Tx Vw;yU, otherwise ker Tx Vw;yU  P SL.n − 2; q/ and again, q
does not divide jQ.w; x; y/ V ker j. If M Tx Vw;yU D 1, then jP SL.n − 2; q/j divides jK V M j.
But jK V M j D jK L j divides q.q − 1/. Therefore M Tx Vw;yU is a proper normal subgroup of
K Tx Vw;yU D P SL.n − 2; q/. Hence n D 4 and q D 2 or 3.
LEMMA 4.1. Let q D 2 or 3. Let .w; x; y/, ‘, L and K be given as above. Let z 2 L−fxg.
(a) If g is a q-element in K , then jgTx Vw;yUj D jgL j D q.
(b) Op.Q.w; x; y// D Op.Q.x; y; z//.
(c) Let F be a frame of P.x/ containing w and y, and D be the subgroup of Qx fixing F
pointwise. If h 2 D, then h‘ D 1 if and only if hL D 1.
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PROOF. (a) We have K D SL.2; q/ and K Tx Vw;yU D P SL.2; q/. Since g is a q-element,
jgTx Vw;yUj D q. As we have shown above, if M is the largest subgroup of K acting trivially on
L −fxg, then M Tx Vw;yU is a proper normal subgroup of K Tx Vw;yU. Therefore jM Tx Vw;yUj D q C 1
and hence jgL j D q.
(b) Let A D Op.Qxy/\Qw and N D Op.Qxw/\Qy . Then Op.Q.w; x; y// D hA; N i and
A; N are both elementary abelian normal subgroups of Q.w; x; y/ of order q2 and Q.w; x; y/
acts irreducibly on each subgroup. Since Q.w; x; y/ acts on L , A acts on L . Suppose AL 6D 1.
Then 1 6D A\ R G Q.w; x; y/, where R is the largest (normal) subgroup of Q.w; x; y/ acting
trivially on L . Since Q.w; x; y/ acts irreducibly on A, we conclude that AL D 1. Similarly,
N L D 1. Therefore Op.Q.w; x; y// acts trivially on L , so Op.Q.w; x; y//  Q.x; y; z/.
Since Op.Q.w; x; y// D Op.Qx \ QT‘U/ G Q.x; y; z/, Op.Q.w; x; y// D Op.Q.x; y; z//.
(c) If h‘ D 1, then by Lemma 1.2(b), there exists g 2 Op.Qxy/ such that Tg; hU D 1 and
g‘ 6D 1. If gL D 1, then g 2 Op.Qxy/\Qz < Op.Q.x; y; z// D Op.Q.w; x; y// by part (b).
Since Op.Q.w; x; y//  Qx \ QT‘U and g‘ 6D 1, we conclude that gL 6D 1. Since Tg; hU D 1,
hL D 1. Similarly, if hL D 1 then h‘ D 1. 2
Let q D 3. Let .w; x; y/, ‘, and L be defined as in the lemma above. Let u1; u2 2 0.x/−
fw; yg be two vertices such that F D fw; y; u1; u2g is a frame of P.x/ and O3.Qui x /\Qwy <
K , where K is a subgroup of Q.w; x; y/ such that K D SL.2; 3/ and K Tx Vw;yU D P SL.2; 3/.
Let V D hu1; w; yi and 1 6D k 2 O3.Qu1x / \ Qwy , so k fixes V pointwise. Since k is a
3-element in K , kL 6D 1 by Lemma 4.1(a). Let D D Qx \ QTFU. By Lemma 2.3, there
exist w0; u01; u02 2 0.y/ such that F 0 D fw0; u01; u02; xg is a frame of P.y/, D D Qy \ QTF 0U,
w0 2 L , u0i 2 ’xy.‘i / for i D 1; 2, where ‘i is the line in P.x/ containing ui and y. Let
V 0 D hw0; u01; xi D ’xy.V /. Applying Lemma 2.3 to 0.w0/, we have F 00 D fx 0; u001; u002; yg is
a frame of P.w0/ with x 0 2 ’yw0.L/, u00i 2 ’yw0.Li / for i D 1; 2, where Li is the line in P.y/
containing u0i and w0. Then V 00 D hx 0; u001; yi D ’yw0.V 0/. Let W D hy; u1; u2i  P.x/.
We claim D \ QTW U D 1. Suppose 1 6D h 2 D \ QTW U. Then h‘ 6D 1. By Lemma 4.1(b),
hL 6D 1. But Tk; hU fixes pointwise W and ‘, so Tk; hU D 1. Since kL 6D 1, we conclude that
D \ QTW U D 1. Hence Qx D P SL.4; 3/.
Let t be an element in Qxy switching w and u1. Then t switches L and L1 D ’xy.‘1/ and
g D kt 2 O3.Qwx / \ Qu1 y acts nontrivially on L1. By Lemma 4.1(b), O3.Q.x; y; w0// D
O3.Q.w; x; y// > O3.Qwx /\Qy . Therefore g 2 Qw0 . Since gL1 6D 1, g acts nontrivially on
the set of lines in Ty V w0U that are contained in V 0. Hence g acts nontrivially on the set of lines
in Tw0 V yU that are contained in V 00. Therefore g 62 QTV 00U. We now produce a contradiction
by showing g 2 QTV 00U. Let 1 6D d 2 D be an element fixing pointwise the lines hw; u2i
and hy; u1i in P.x/. Then Td; gU fixes pointwise hw; u2i, hy; u1i and ‘, so Td; gU D 1. Since
gL1 6D 1 and Td; gU D 1, d fixes L1 pointwise. Therefore d acts nontrivially on each of the
lines hu01; w0i and L in P.y/, otherwise d 2 D \ QTV 0U D 1. Hence, by Lemma 4.1(c), d acts
nontrivially on each of the the lines hu001; yi and hy; x 0i in P.w0/. Since Td; gU D 1, g fixes
pointwise hu001; yi and hy; x 0i in P.w0/. Therefore g 2 QTV 00U, a contradiction. Hence q 6D 3.
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2
Let 0 and G satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1.2. Let .x; y/ be an edge in 0. Then all our
previous lemmas hold for 0 and hGx ;G yi. Let w 2 0.x/− fyg. By Lemma 2.2, G.w; x; y/
acts intransitively on 0.y/− fxg. It follows that 0 is .G; 2/-transitive. If G.w; x; y/ is fixed-
point free on 0.y/− fxg, then n D 4 and q D 2 by Section 4. Now suppose G.w; x; y/ is not
fixed-point free on 0.y/−fxg. By Lemma 3.1, if fxy is not a collineation from P.x/ to P.y/,
then we obtain part (b) of Theorem 1.2. Now suppose fxy is a collineation. Let a1 be an element
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in Gx switching w; y and let b1 D a fxy1 and h D a1b−11 . By Lemma 3.2, Th;G.w; x; y/U D 1
and G.w; x; y/ fixes pointwise the path C D .: : : ; xh−1 ; w; x; wh; xh; wh2 ; xh2 ; : : :/, where
wh D y. If C is finite, then C is a circuit of length, say, k. Suppose k is odd. Let t D .kC1/=2.
Then .w; x; y/ht D .x; y; z/, where z D xh , so .Op.Gwx / \ G y/ht D Op.Gxy/ \ Gz . By
Lemma 3.2, Th; Op.Gwx /\G yU  Th;G.w; x; y/U D 1, so Op.Gwx /\G y D Op.Gxy/\Gz .
But Op.Gwx /\Op.Gxy/ D 1. Therefore k is even, so C is a 2m-circuit for some m  2. Hence
hm 2 G.w; x; y/, and Thm;G.w; x; y/U D 1. Therefore hm D 1 or .n; q/ D .3; 2/. Suppose
.n; q/ D .3; 2/ and hm 6D 1. Then jhm j D 2 since G.w; x; y/ D O2.Gwx /\G y O2.Gxy/\
Gw D Z22. We have a21 2 G.w; x; y/ and since fxy induces the identity on Gxy , a21 D
.a21/
fxy D b21. Therefore ha1 D .a1b−11 /a1 D b−11 a1 D h−1 since a1b−11  b−11 a1 D a1b−21 a1 D
a1a
−2
1 a1 D 1. Therefore .hm/a1 D h−m D hm , so Thm; a1U D 1. If hdi D O2.Gwx /\G y andhui D O2.Gxy/ \ Gw, then da1 D u, ua1 D d, and .du/a1 D ud D du. Hence c1 D du is the
unique nontrivial element in G.w; x; y/ centralized by a1, so .a1b−11 /m D c1.
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.4
Let 0 and G satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1.3(d). Suppose 0 is not bipartite. Let
00 be the bipartite double of 0, the graph with vertex set 50 D f.x; 0/
 x 2 V .0/g and
51 D f.x; 1/
 x 2 V .0/g, where two vertices .x; i/ and .y; j/ are adjacent if and only
if x and y are adjacent in 0 and i 6D j . There is an induced action of G on 00 defined as
follows: For each vertex .x; i/ in 00 and each g 2 G, .x; i/g D .xg; i/. Now define an
automorphism h of 00 by .x; i/h D .x; j/, i 6D j , for all vertices .x; i/ of 00. Then 00 and
QG D hG; hi D G  Z2 satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1.3(d). Therefore we may assume
from now on that 0 is bipartite and treat the non-bipartite case in the end. By [4], the following
holds for any connected, undirected, bipartite graph 0:
LEMMA 6.1. Let .x; y/ be an edge in 0 and K a group of automorphisms of 0 acting
edge- but not vertex-transitively on 0. Define Q0 D 0.K ; Kx ; Ky/ to be the bipartite graph
whose vertices are the right-cosets of Kx and Ky in K , where two right-cosets, Kx h and Kyd,
are adjacent if Kx h \ Kyd 6D ;. Then the map Ku g 7! ug, u D x; y, g 2 K , defines an
isomorphism from Q0 to 0 and the action of K on Q0 by right-multiplication is equivalent to the
action of K on 0.
We divide the proof of Theorem 1.4 into three cases; these correspond to the parameter k as
listed in Theorem 1.3(d).
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.4: THE CASE k D q C 1
In this case, n  4 and 0.x/ \ 0.z/ is a line in P.x/ (or P.z/) whenever d.x; z/ D 2.
Let .w; x; y/ be a 2-path in 0. Let ‘ be the line in P.x/ containing w and y, and let L D
’xy.‘/ 2 Ty V xU. Then L D 0.w/\0.y/ since G.w; x; y/ acts transitively on 0.y/− fLg by
Lemma 2.2. Let A D Gx \ GT‘U.
Assume AL D 1. We consider, first, the case n D 4. Let V be a two-dimensional subspace
of P.x/ containing ‘. Let1 be the connected component of the subgraph of0 containing x left
pointwise fixed by Gx \GTV U. The assumption AL D 1 implies that Gx \GTV U fixes pointwise
’xu.V / for all u 2 V . Let N be the normalizer of Gx \ GTV U in G and D  N the subgroup
fixing 1 setwise. Then D \ Gx D Gx \ GV and P SL.3; q/  .D \ Gx /1.x/  P0L.3; q/.
D acts transitively on the set of 2-paths in 1 and for every pair of vertices u; v in 1 at
distance 2, 1.u/ \ 1.v/ is a line in P.u/. Thus, by Theorem 1.3, 1 is the incidence graph
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of points and hyperplanes in PG.3; q/. Since D \ Gx acts faithfully on 1.x/, by [7], q D 2
and hD \ Gx ; D \ G yi induces on 1 the group A7. Let M D hD \ Gx ; D \ G yi and
K D GT1U D Gx \GTV U. Since Gx D P SL.4; 2/, K is elementary abelian of order 23. Let C
be the centralizer of K in M . Then M=C  Aut.K / D GL.3; 2/ and C 6D K since M=K D
A7 6 GL.3; 2/. Therefore C D M since C=K G M=K . But TM; K U  TD \ Gx ; K U 6D 1.
With this contradiction, we conclude that 0 does not exist.
Now let n  5. Let 1 and D be similarly defined as before except now we take V to be a
three-dimensional subspace of P.x/ containing ‘. Then1 is a 2-transitive graph of girth 4, and
for every pair of vertices u; v in 1 at distance 2, 1.u/ \1.v/ is a line in P.u/. Furthermore,
P SL.4; q/  .D\Gx /1.x/  P0L.4; q/, D\Gx acts faithfully on1.x/ and .D\ A/L D 1.
By our previous result, such graphs do not exist. Hence 0 does not exist. We may therefore
assume for the rest of this section that AL 6D 1. This implies that G.w; x; y/ acts fixed-point
freely on 0.y/ − fxg. By Theorem 1.2, n D 4 and q D 2, and the results of Section 4 now
apply.
LEMMA 7.1.
(a) Let .y; z/ be an edge in 0. Let L be an arbitrary line in P.y/ not containing z. For
each v 2 L, let ‘v D 0.v/ \ 0.z/, which is a line in P.z/. Let R be the plane in P.y/
containing L and z, and let T be the smallest subspace in P.z/ containing all the ‘vs.
Then T D ’yz.R/ (so T is a plane in P.z/).
(b) Let .x; y; z; u/ be a 3-path in 0 with d.x; u/ D 3. Let t 2 0.y/ \ 0.u/, t 6D z, so
.y; z; u; t; y/ is a 4-circuit in 0. Then G.x; y; z; u/ contains an element inducing a
2-cycle on Tu V z; tU, where Tu V z; tU denotes the set of planes in P.u/ containing z and t.
PROOF. (a) Since G yz \ GL fixes R and no other plane in P.y/, T D ’yz.R/.
(b) Letw 2 0.x/\0.z/,w 6D y, so .x; y; z; w; x/ is a 4-circuit in0. Choose an element g in
O2.G.y; z; w//\Gu so that g induces a 2-cycle on Tz V y; uU−fRg, where R is the plane in P.z/
containing w; y and u. Then g induces a 2-cycle on Tu V z; tU − f’zu.R/g. By Lemma 4.1(b),
O2.G.y; z; w// D O2.G.x; y; z//. Therefore g 2 O2.G.y; z; w// \ Gux < G.x; y; z; u/. 2
We show 0 does not exist by considering its suborbit diagram. Let .x; y; z/ be a 2-path in
0. For each vertex v, we denote by TvU the set fvGx g. Let u 2 0.z/, with u 62 0.x/. Since
0 is bipartite, u 62 02.x/, so u 2 0.z/ \ 03.x/. Let R be the plane in P.z/ containing u
and 0.x/ \ 0.z/. Let T D ’zu.R/. By Lemma 7.1(a), applied to the edge .z; u/ and the line
0.x/ \ 0.z/ in P.z/, we have T  0.u/ \ 02.x/.
Suppose T D 0.u/ \ 02.x/. Then jTuUj D .15  14  12/=.3  7/ D 120. Therefore
jGxu j D jP SL.3; 2/j. Let h be a 7-element in Gxu . Then hhi has precisely two orbits in
0.u/ − T : one orbit of length 1 and one of length 7. Let t 2 0.u/ \ 0.y/, t 6D z. By
Lemma 7.1(b), Gxu contains an element g inducing a 2-cycle on Tu V z; tU − fT g, so Gxu is
fixed point free on 0.u/− T . Therefore Gxu  hh; gi acts transitively on 0.u/− T . Now let
v 2 0.u/− T . Then v 2 04.x/ and j0.u/\04.x/j D 23. Applying Lemma 7.1(a) to the edge
.u; v/ and the seven lines in T shows 0.v/ \ 03.x/ contains seven hyperplanes of P.v; u/.
Therefore 0.v/  03.x/ and jGx V Gxvj D jTvUj D 26. Since Gx D P SL.4; 2/ contains no
subgroup of index 26 [3], we conclude that T  0.u/ \ 02.x/.
Let v 2 0.u/ \ 02.x/, v 62 T . Let W be the plane in P.u/ containing t; z and v. By
Lemma 4.1(b), O2.G.t; y; z// \ Gx D O2.G.y; z; u// \ Gx D O2.G.z; u; t// \ Gx . Let
K D O2.G.z; u; t//\Gx . Then jK j D 22 and K acts on each U in Tu V z; tU. Suppose K fixes
v. Then K fixes W pointwise. By Lemma 7.1(b), G.x; y; z; u/ contains an element g inducing
a 2-cycle on Tu V z; tU − fT g, so G.x; y; z; u/ acts transitively on Tu V z; tU − fT g. Since K G
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G.x; y; z; u/, K fixes pointwise each U in Tu V z; tU−fT g and therefore K D 1, a contradiction.
Hence two divides jfvK gj and so four divides jfvhK ;gigj. Therefore j0.u/\02.x/j D jT jCm22,
1  m  2. If m D 1, then j0.u/ \ 02.x/j does not divide jTzUj  j0.z/ \ 03.x/j. Therefore
m D 2 and j03.x/j D 70  12=15 D 56. Let H D hGx ;G yi. Let X D fxg [ 02.x/. Then
jX j D 71 and jH j D jP SL.4; 2/j  71 D 26  32  5  7  71. Let P 2 Syl71.H/, the set of
71-Sylow subgroups of H . Let C.P/ be the centralizer of P in H . Let c 2 C.P/. Then hP; ci
is abelian and acts transitively, hence regularly, on X . Therefore c 2 P , and so C.P/ D P .
Let N .P/ be the normalizer of P in H . Then N .P/=C.P/  Aut.P/ D Z70. Therefore
jN .P/j divides 70  71. Thus jSyl71.H/j D jH V N .P/j D 26  32  5  7=m, m j 70. Trying all
possible values of m yield jSyl71.H/j 6 1 mod 71. Therefore 0 does not exist.
8. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.4: THE CASE k D 2
In this case, every 2-path .w; x; y/ is contained in a unique 4-circuit. Therefore G.w; x; y/
D G.w; x; y; z/, where .w; x; y; z; w/ is a 4-circuit, and hence the results of Section 3 apply.
We claim for each edge .x; y/, the map fxy is a collineation from P.x/ to P.y/, and in
the case q D 2, we choose fxy.u/, for each u 2 0.x/ − fyg, to be the unique vertex in
0.y/− fxg such that .u; x; y; fxy.u/; u/ is a 4-circuit. Suppose fxy is not a collineation. By
Lemma 3.1(a), .n; q/ D .3; 4/ or q D 2. Let .x; y; z; w; x/ be a 4-circuit in 0. Let ‘ be a line
in P.x/ containing y but not w. Then L D fxy.‘/ is a line in P.y/ containing x but not z.
Therefore, by Lemma 3.1(a),H D fyz.L/[fyg is a hyperoval in P.z/ containingw D fyz.x/.
Furthermore, letting dim h‘;wi denote the dimension of the smallest subspace containing ‘;w,
we have dim h‘;wi D dim hL ; zi D dim V D 2, where V is the smallest subspace of P.z/
containing H. For q D 2, .Gz \ GH/H D S4, and for .n; q/ D .3; 4/, Gz \ GH  A6.
Therefore there is an a 2 Gz \ GH such that a switches w and y. Since k D 2, a fixes x ,
and we have ‘a 6D ‘ since y 2 ‘ but w 62 ‘. Since a normalizes G.x; y; z; w/ \ GH D
G.x; y; z; w/ \ G‘ D G.x; y; w/ \ G‘, we have G.x; y; w/ \ G‘a D G.x; y; w/ \ G‘.
Therefore G.x; y; w/ \ G‘  G.x; y; w; ‘ \ ‘a/. But G.x; y; w/ \ G‘ is fixed-point free on
0.x/ − hw; yi and j‘ \ ‘a j D 1 since a fixes h‘;wi. With this contradiction, we conclude
that for each edge .x; y/ in 0, fxy is a collineation from P.x/ to P.y/ and hence induces
an isomorphism from Gx onto G y trivial on Gxy . By Theorem 1.2(a), H D hGx ;G yi is
isomorphic to a quotient of Yn;q;2 or W2.
Suppose H is isomorphic to a quotient of Yn;q;2. We show Yn;q;2 D Z−12 V Gx . Let D
be generated by involutions di , for 1  i  , such that for all pairs i; j , Tdi ; d j U D 1. Let
Gx act, by conjugation, on d1; d2; : : : ; d as points of P.x/. Let 6 be the Cayley graph on
fd1; d2; : : : ; dg, whose vertices are the elements of D such that two vertices u; v are adjacent
if uv−1 2 fd1; d2; : : : ; dg. Then 6 is isomorphic to the -cube and is .D V Gx ; 2/-transitive.
We may identify d1 with the vertex y 2 0.x/. Let T be the subgroup of D generated by d1Cdi
for 2  i  . Then T D Z−12 and T Gx D T . The elements of T V Gx may be represented by
ordered pairs .g; t/, g 2 Gx , t 2 T , with group operation .g1; t1/.g2; t2/ D .g1g2; t g21 C t2/.
We may let Q D Gx Gxy G y and define a map  V Q ! T V Gx by .g/ D .g; 0/
and .g fxy / D .g; d1 C dg1 /, g 2 Gx . The map  is well-defined and can be extend to a
homomorphism from Q into T V Gx . Let a 2 Gx , a 62 G y but a2 2 Gxy , and let b D a fxy . We
have .a/.b−1/ D .a; 0/.a−1; d1C da−11 / D .1; d1C da
−1
1 / D .1; d1C di / for some di 6D d1
as a 62 Gxy . Since Gx acts 2-transitively on d1; d2; : : : ; d , the image of  is isomorphic to T V
Gx . Furthermore, .ab−1/2 is in the kernel of , so T V Gx is isomorphic to a quotient of Yn;q;2.
It suffices now to show jYn;q;2j  2−1  jGx j. Let Q0 D 0.Yn;q;2;Gx ;G y/ be defined as in
Lemma 6.1. Since .ab−1/2 D 1, .Gx ;G y;Gx b−1;G ya−1;Gx / is a 4-circuit in Q0. Therefore
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Q0 has girth 4 and hence j Q0j  2 [1, p. 28]. Since Yn;q;2 acts faithfully and transitively on the
set of edges of Q0, jYn;q;2j  2−1  jGx j. Therefore Yn;q;2 D T V Gx D Z−12 V Gx and Q0 is
isomorphic to the -cube.
We mention several results in [8] and [10] concerning quotients of Yn;q;2. Let J D hd1 C
d2 C    C di. Then TJ;Gx U D 1 and J < T if  is even. By [10], if q is odd then there
are no proper Gx -submodules in T except J in the case J < T . Now suppose q is even.
Since Gx induces a projective space structure on fd1; d2; : : : ; dg, we may consider the d j s as
points of a projective space P . Let Si denote the set of i-dimensional subspaces of P . For
1  i  n−2, let Ri D hd1Cd2C  Cd j j fd1 ; d2 ; : : : ; d j g D P−V; V 2 Si i, i.e., Ri
is generated by the complements of all i-dimensional subspaces. Then RGxi D Ri and by [8],
Rn−2      R2  R1  T , Rn−2  M for every Gx -submodule M in T , and jRn−2j D 2nr
for q D 2r . We conclude with a remark concerning the group G D H:2. Let 0 be the -cube
and G1 D D V Gx , with Gx D P SL.n; q/, q D p2t . Let  be an involutory automorphism
of Gx induced by an automorphism of G F.q/. We may assume  fixes the vertex y 2 0.x/
that’s identified with the element d1 2 D, so Td1;  U D 1. Let f D d1 and G2 D hH; f i,
H D T V Gx . Then 0 is .Gi ; 2/-transitive, i D 1; 2. Since H f D H and f 2 D 1, H and H f
are the only right-cosets of H in G2. Therefore H is a subgroup of index 2 in Gi , i D 1; 2,
but G1 6D G2 since G2 contains no element centralizing Gxy .
Now suppose H D hGx ;G yi is isomorphic to a quotient of W2. We show H D W2 D
U3.3/ and G D G2.2/. Let P1 be the group with generators e0; e1; : : : ; e4 and relations
R D fe20 D e21 D    D e24 D 1; Te0; e1U D 1; Te0; e2U D e1; r D e0e3e0; s D e1e4e1; r2 D
s2 D 1; .rs/3 D 1; er1 D e2; er0 D e3; es1 D e4; es2 D e3g. The set R is the set of
Steinberg relations for P SL.3; 2/, so P1 D he0; e1; : : : ; e4 j Ri D P SL.3; 2/. From the
relations for P1, B D he0; e1; e2; e3i D S4, so B is a subgroup of index 7 in P1. Let f be
an involution such that T f; BU D 1. Let a D rsr , b D a f and P2 D P f1 D hB; bi. Note
that a 62 B D P1 \ P2, but a2 D 1 2 B. Furthermore, P1 \ P2 \ Pa2 D he0; e1i D Z22 and
ea0 D e1, so .e0e1/a D e0e1. Therefore W2 D hP1 B P2 j .ab−1/2 D e0e1i and using the
software program GAP, we find that W2 is a rank-4 extension of P1 of degree 1C 7C 7C 14.
Hence, by [9], W2 D U3.3/. Therefore hW2; f i D Aut.U3.3// D G2.2/. It suffices now to
show G contains an involution f with the above properties. Let yi , i D 1; 2, be two points in
0.x/− fyg such that F D fy; y1; y2g is a frame of P.x/. Then F 0 D fx; fxy.y1/; fxy.y2/g is
a frame of P.y/. Since G y \ G F 0 acts 3-transitively on F 0, there exists f 2 G such that f
switches x and y, and y fi D fxy.yi /, i D 1; 2. Since f fixes the unique 4-circuit containing
yi ; x; y; fxy.yi /, we have fxy.yi / f D yi . Thus, f switches v and fxy.v/ for any point v in
the line containing y; yi or y1; y2. Hence f switches v and fxy.v/ for any v 2 0.x/ − fyg.
Therefore T f;GxyU D 1 and f 2 2 Z.Gxy/ D 1, so G D G2.2/. Let Q0 D 0.W2; P1; P2/ be
defined as in Lemma 6.1. Since .ab−1/2 D .ab/2 D e0e1 2 P1 \ P2, .P1; P2; P1b; P2a; P1/
is a 4-circuit in Q0. Therefore Q0 has girth 4 and 0 D Q0.
9. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.4: THE CASE k D q
Let .w; x; y/ be a 2-path and ‘ be the line in P.x/ containing w and y. In this case,
0.w/ \ 0.y/ is a line of P.y/ with a point removed. Since G.w; x; y/ acts transitively on
P.y/−’xy.‘/, 0.w/\0.y/  ’xy.‘/ and G.w; x; y/ D G.w; x; y; z/, where z is the unique
vertex in ’xy.‘/ at distance 3 from w. Hence the results of Section 3 apply. We may assume
q 6D 2 since the case k D 2 has already been dealt with. Let 1.x; ‘/ be the connected
component of the subgraph of 0 containing x left pointwise fixed by Gx \ GT‘U. For each
u 2 ‘, Gx \ GT‘U D Gx \ GT fxu.‘/U D Gx \ GT’xu.‘/U. Thus, it follows that 1 D 1.x; ‘/ is a
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graph of valency q C 1 and girth 4. Furthermore, G1 acts transitively on the set of 2-paths in
1 and j1.u/\1.v/j D k D q for every pair of vertices u; v in1 at distance 2. Let .x; y; z; u/
be a 3-path in 1 with d.x; u/ D 3. We have j12.x/j D q C 1. Therefore j1.u/ \ 12.x/j
divides q C 1. Since j1.u/ \ 12.x/j  j1.u/ \ 1.y/j D q, 1.u/ D 12.x/ and so 1 is
distance-transitive with intersection array fq C 1; q; 1I 1; q; q C 1g.
Note that every 2-path .u; v; w/ in 0 determines a unique subgraph1.v; L/, where L is the
line in P.v/ containing u and w. Therefore two subgraphs 1.v1; L1/ and 1.v2; L2/ have a
2-path in common if and only if 1.v1; L1/ D 1.v2; L2/. We will also write 1.u; v; w/ to
denote the subgraph determined by the 2-path .u; v; w/.
We claim .n; q/ D .3; 4/ and Gx 6 PGL.3; 4/. By Lemma 3.1(a), it suffices to consider
the case when fxy is a collineation from P.x/ to P.y/ for every edge .x; y/ in 0. Let
.w; x; y; t; w/ be a 4-circuit in 1 D 1.x; ‘/, where ‘ is the line in P.x/ containing w and y.
Let L be a line in P.x/ containing y but notw. Then L1 D fxy.L/ is a line in P.y/ containing
x . Therefore L2 D fyt .L1/ is a line in P.t/ containing x 0 D fyt .x/, which is the unique vertex
in 1 at distance 3 from x . Hence L3 D ftw.L2/ is a line in P.w/ containing x D ftw.x 0/.
Therefore L4 D fwx .L3/ is a line in P.x/ containing w, so L4 6D L . If R is the plane
in P.x/ containing L and w, then R D fwx ftw fyt fxy.R/ since Gx \ GTRU fixes pointwise
fwx ftw fyt fxy.R/. Therefore L4  R and so jL4 \ Lj D 1. Let A D Gx \ GT‘U D GT1U.
Since A \ GL fixes L4, A \ GL fixes L4 \ L 2 R − ‘. But A \ GL is fixed-point free on
0.x/ − ‘. With this contradiction, we conclude that fxy is not a collineation. Hence n D 3,
q D 4 and Gx 6 PGL3.4/.
LEMMA 9.1.
(a) Let u be a vertex in 1. Then GT1U acts transitively on 0.u/−1.u/.
(b) Let .u; v/ be an edge in0. Let L be a line in P.u/ not containing v. If K is a subgroup of
Guv \GL acting transitively on the points of L, then K is fixed-point free on 0.v/−fug.
PROOF. (a) Since 1.u/ is a line in P.u/, Gu \ GT1.u/U D GT1U acts transitively on 0.u/−
1.u/.
(b) Let L D fw1; w2; : : : ; w5g. Then ‘i D hv;wi i, for 1  i  5, are five distinct lines in
P.u/. Therefore 1.u; ‘i /, for 1  i  5, are five distinct subgraphs of 0. If K  Guv \ GL
acts transitively on fw1; : : : ; w5g, then K acts transitively on f1.x; ‘1/; : : : ; 1.x; ‘5/g. Hence
K is fixed-point free on 0.v/− fug. 2
We will use the suborbit diagram for 1 D 1.x; ‘/ to obtain possible suborbit diagrams for
0. Let .x; x1; x2; x3/ be a 3-path in 1 with d.x; x3/ D 3. Let TvU denote the set fvGx g. We
have jTx1Uj D 21; jTx2Uj D 21  20=4 D 105 and j0.x2/ \ Tx3Uj D 1 or 1C 16 since GT1U acts
transitively on 0.x2/−1.x/ by Lemma 9.1(a). Since x3 is the unique vertex in1 at distance
3 from x , for each g 2 Gx , xg3 is the unique vertex in 1g D 1.x; ‘g/ at distance 3 from x .
Since P.x/ contains 21 lines and Gx acts 2-transitively on these lines, jTx3Uj D 21 or 1. Since
jTx2Uj D 105 and jTx2Uj  j0.x2/\ Tx3Uj D jTx3Uj  j0.x3/\ Tx2Uj, we conclude that jTx3Uj D 21,
j0.x2/ \ Tx3Uj D 1 and j0.x3/ \ Tx2Uj D 5. Let u 2 0.x2/ − 1.x2/. Since 0 is bipartite,
u 2 03.x/ and j0.x2/\TuUj D 16. Let h D j0.u/\Tx2Uj. Let fx1; a; b; cg D 1.x2/\Tx1U. The
graphs1.x1; x2; u/; 1.a; x2; u/; 1.b; x2; u/ and1.c; x2; u/ are all distinct and therefore do
not have a 2-path in common. Since every pair of vertices at distance 2 are connected by four
2-paths, we conclude that h  1 C 4  3 D 13. Let w 2 0.x3/ − 1.x3/. Then w 2 04.x/
and j0.x3/ \ TwUj D 16. The 2-path .u; x2; x3/ determines a subgraph 1.u; x2; x3/ which
is distinct from 1, so 1.u; x2; x3/ and 1 cannot have a 2-path in common. Hence x2 is
the only vertex in Tx2U adjacent to both u and x3. Since j0.u/ \ 0.x3/j D 4, we conclude
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that 0.u/ \ TwU 6D ; and so t D j0.u/ \ TwUj  3. Therefore 13  h  18. Since
jTuUj D 16  jTx2Uj=h D 16  21  5=h, we have h D 14; 15 or 16. Let m D j0.w/\ TuUj and let
r D j0.w/ \ Tx3Uj. Since each v 2 1.x3/ \ Tx2U determines a distinct subgraph 1.v; x3; w/
and j0.v/ \ 0.w/j D 4, it follows that m  5  3 D 15. Let d be a 5-element in Gxx3 . Sincej0.x3/ \ TwUj D 16, hdi fixes some y 2 0.x3/ \ TwU. By Lemma 9.1(b), hdi is fixed-point
free on 0.y/ − fx3g. Therefore r  1 mod 5 and 5 j m. Since m  15, either m D 15 and
r D 1 or 6, or m D 20 and r D 1. We claim h D 14. Suppose h D 15. Then 3  t  6 and
jTuUj  t D 7  16  t D jTwUj m D jTx3Uj  16 m=r D 21  16 m=r . Therefore t  r D 3 m. If
r D 1 then t D 3  m > 6. Therefore r D 6 and m D 15. Since 6 6 j 3  15, we conclude that
h 6D 15. Suppose h D 16. Then 3  t  5 and jTuUj  t D 5  21  t D 21  16 m=r . Therefore
5  t  r D 16  m. Since r D 1 or 6, we have 8 j t . Since t  5, we conclude that h D 14,
3  t  7 and jTuUj  t D 3  5  8  t D 21  16 m=r . Hence 5  t  r D 2  7 m. If m D 20 then
r D 1 and t D 56. Therefore m D 15; r D 6 and t D 7. Thus 0 has the following suborbit
diagram:
i i i i i
i
 
 
 
  @@
@
@@
1 21 105 21 56
120
21 1 20 4 1
16 5 16 6
14 7
15
Let .x; y/ be an edge in 0 and H D hGx ;G yi. Then H is a rank-3 extension of Gx 
P SL.3; 4/ of degree 1 C 105 C 56 D 162. By [11], U4.3/ is the unique rank-3 extension of
P SL.3; 4/ of degree 162, so H  U4.3/. Therefore U4.3/  G  Aut.U4.3//. Note that
from the suborbit diagram for 0, G 6D H  Z2. It was shown in [6] that the group U4.3/ has
two conjugacy classes of subgroups isomorphic to P SL.3; 4/ and the two classes are fused
by an involutory outerautomorphism  . Furthermore, there exist subgroups Ri D P SL.3; 4/,
i D 1; 2, belonging in different classes such that R1 D R2 and jR1 V R1 \ R2j D 21.
Let Q0 D 0.U4.3/; R1; R2/ be defined as in Lemma 6.1. If Q0 has girth greater than 4, then
j Q0j  1C21C21 20 D 442. Therefore Q0 has girth 4 and hence Q0 D 0. By [3], G D U4.3/:22
or U4.3/:.22/122.
10. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.4: THE NON-BIPARTITE CASE
Suppose 0 is non-bipartite. Then 00, the bipartite double of 0 defined in Section 6, is
bipartite and so G  Z2 must be one of the groups in Section 8 or Section 9. Therefore G is
isomorphic to a quotient of Yn;q;2.
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